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Set of Crowell silhouettes soar at Julia’s summer auction
A lot of sixteen silhouette shorebird decoys were offered at James D. Julia’s Fine Art,
Asian & Antiques Auction on August 25,
2016 with a modest estimate of $1000/1500.
The set, which included six black-bellied
plovers, six dowitchers, a golden plover, dowitcher, ruddy turnstone and running curlew,
were described in the catalog as “carved and
painted shorebird decoys. All bodies have
brown and white paint with spotted bodies.”
All had holes drilled through the bodies and
they were “Unsigned.”
When the last bid was cast the lot sold for
$90,060, as by the time they were offered
most of the decoy collecting world, including
the auctioneer, knew they were the work of
Elmer Crowell of East Harwich, Massachusetts.
Right before the cut-off for the auction,
while the boss was on vacation in Alaska, the
consignment was accepted by one of Julia’s
“non-decoy” specialists, who provided the catalog description as well as the appraisal and
estimate. After his return, while walking
through the storage barn, Jim spotted the silhouettes and recognized them as Crowell
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Set of 16 silhouette shorebird decoys by A.E. Crowell of East Harwich, Massachusetts
sold for $90,060.

shorebirds as soon as he saw them. But it was
too late to make a correction to the catalog, as
it had already been printed.
The auction house proceeded to send
emails announcing the mistake, directly contacted prominent decoy collectors and made
the correct attribution when they reached the
auction block. Since it had already been cataloged as one lot, they decided that “this is the
way they’ll be sold.”

While many examples of Crowell silhouette yellowlegs and black-bellied plovers have
been sold both privately and publicly, this is
the first time we can recall seeing a golden
plover, dowitcher, ruddy turnstone or curlew,
which no doubt added a premium to the sales
price.
In a printout announcing the correction,
the auction house suggested, “This will certainly be an interesting lot.”
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